Mapping the origins and spread of antifolate-resistant malaria parasites.
Evaluation of: Pearce RJ, Pota H, Evehe MSB et al.: Multiple origins and regional dispersal of resistant dhps in African Plasmodium falciparum malaria. PLoS Med. 6(4), e1000055 (2009). Widespread resistance to current antimalarial drugs is a major factor in the extremely high levels of mortality and disabling illness that still prevail in many developing countries. It is important to understand how frequently resistant malaria parasite strains arise and their patterns of propagation and dispersal across borders and continents. By studying the DNA sequences of both the gene encoding the drug target and its flanking regions, it is possible to collect and map such data, providing a considerable asset in devising and evaluating future strategies of drug use and deployment. In this article, Pearce et al. analyze a large number of parasite samples collected over a decade from countries across Africa, allowing them to present for the first time a detailed picture of the origins and relatively recent spread of resistance to sulfa-drugs, key components of antifolate drug combinations that have been used extensively as part of the antimalarial armory.